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Abstract: Hydride anion conducting oxyhydrides have recently emerged as a brand new class of
ionic conductors. Here we shed a first light into their local vibrations, bonding mechanisms, and
anion migration properties, using the powerful combination of high-resolution inelastic neutron
scattering and a set of rigorously experimentally validated density functional theory calculations.
By means of several different charge density analysis methods we establish the bonding to be
strongly anisotropic with ionic bonding in the perovskite layer and covalent bonding permeating
the rock salt layer. Climbing nudged elastic band calculations allow us to predict the hydride
migration paths, which crucially we are able to link to the observed exotic ionic-covalent hybrid
nature of the bonding of the system. In particular, hydride migration in the rock salt layer is seen
to be greatly hindered by the presence of covalent bonding, forcing in-plane hydride migration in
the perovskite layer to be the dominant transport mechanism. On the basis of this microscopic
insight into the transport and bonding, we are able to propose future candidates for materials which
are likely to show enhanced hydride conductivity.
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Over the years, an array of ions such as O2, H+, Li+ and Na+ have shown themselves to be
excellent charge carriers in a variety of ionic conductors used within the field of energy materials
(e.g. in fuel cells and batteries). However a new exotic class of potential ionic conductors has
recently emerged from the discovery of oxyhydrides, where the anionic sub-lattice is formally
composed of both O2 and H ions.1 Recently Kobayashi et al.2 demonstrated pure H conductivity
in La2xySrx+yLiH1x+yO3–y. The hydride conductivity was found to depend on composition (x, y),
with the highest conductivity (3.2105 S cm1 at 300 °C) observed for Sr2LiH3O. Excitingly, they
further documented the H transport properties of La2LiHO3 through a prototype solid state
Ti/La2LiHO3/TiH2 battery, demonstrating the potential applications of such a class of materials.2
To progress these rapid developments, and to arrive at more viable devices it is essential that we
develop a general understanding of the structure, bonding and diffusion mechanism of this new
class of materials.
The existence of La2LiHO3 was first reported in 1991 by Schwarz.3 The compound was
synthesized by reacting La2O3 and LiH in a LiCl salt melt under inert atmosphere at 750 oC.
La2LiHO3 has a K2NiF4 type structure (Ruddlesden-Popper type, RP; n = 1) which is composed of
perovskite layers separated by a half rock salt layer, which crystallizes in the orthorhombic space
group Immm with an ordered distribution of the O2 and H anions.3 Kobayashi et al. synthesized
La2xySrx+yLiH1x+yO3y by direct solid state reaction between La2O3, SrO and LiH at high
pressures (1-2 GPa) and intermediate temperatures (650-750 oC).2 Depending on the reaction
conditions, they concluded that La2LiHO3 can appear in either of two variants of the RP type, n =
1; orthorhombic (Immm) and tetragonal (I4/mmm). In the tetragonal variant reported by Kobayashi
et al., the distribution of the equatorial O2 and H are disordered. In addition, it is non-
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stoichiometric and partially contains anion vacancies with a nominal formula of
La2Li(H0.53O1.21V0.26)O2.2
When considering potential applications of this new class of materials, knowledge of the thermal
stability becomes crucial. By means of combined thermogravimetric-differential scanning
calorimetry-mass spectroscopy, quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and in-situ synchrotron
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) Fjellvåg et al. found the orthorhombic La2LiHO3 phase to be
remarkably stable and to first decompose at 450 °C to La2LiO3.5 in an oxygen atmosphere without
any signs of the tetragonal polymorph.4 Further, QENS revealed that hydride ion diffusion was the
driving force behind the decomposition.
There have been many insightful density functional theory (DFT) studies of ion
vibration/migration, with in particular BaTiO3xHx being a widely studied compound. Zhang et al.
calculated that the activation energy for migration between two interstitial sites is 0.18 eV,
comparable to the activation energies for proton conductors.5 The activation energy for hydride
migration from a hydride anion on an oxygen position to an oxygen vacancy in BaTiO3xHx was
calculated to be 0.28 eV.6
To the best to our knowledge no mechanistic insight into H migration pathway for La2LiHO3
or in fact any other oxyhydride is yet at hand. In this work we report the hydride dynamics in the
hydride conducting oxyhydride La2LiHO3 via inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and DFT
calculations. We verify our DFT model by comparing the in-silico spectra with INS phonon and
Raman spectra. From the accepted model we then perform a comprehensive charge distribution
analysis to understand the bonding, before performing a migration pathway analysis by climbing
nudged elastic band (cNEB) calculations to shed light on the hydride transport mechanism.
Structural and vibrational properties
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La2LiHO3 has hydrogen as its most dominant source of incoherent scattering, thus INS is a very
well suited technique to study the local environment and bonding of its hydride anions. The INS
spectra of La2LiHO3 (Figure 1, top) shows three distinctive high-energy peaks. To uncover the
atomic nature of these vibrations, DFT phonon calculations were performed. We developed a DFT
model starting from the reported structure of La2LiHO3 (Immm), and find the relaxed structure to
be in excellent agreement with these experimental reports (Table S1).3 The structure is visualized
in Figure S1. The phonon dispersion were calculated from DFT (Figure 1, bottom) and the neutron
weighted projected density of states (Figure 1, middle) was then calculated and compared with the
experimental INS spectra (Figure 1, top). The in-silico spectra (Figure 1, middle) show good
agreement with the INS spectra, with the specific shape of each peak being very well reproduced.
A systematic shift in the position of each peak is however seen, which is commonly observed when
calculating vibrational spectra by DFT.7-9 After considering several different functionals we
concluded that PBE reproduced all the essential features required for our study. For this reason
PBE functional was therefore used for further calculations.
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Figure 1: Top: INS spectra (black) of La2LiHO3 collected on TOSCA at 10 K and Raman spectra
(dark red) with a laser wavelength of 532 nm. The ball-stick models [Li(O/H)6, lithium (purple),
oxygen (red) and hydrogen (white)] illustrate the direction of the hydride vibration. Middle:
Calculated Raman spectra (dark red) from DFT with the PBE functional. The peaks are assigned
to the corresponding labelled modes. Total scattering contribution calculated from DFT, weighted
with the neutron cross section (black line). The incoherent scattering contribution from hydrogen
is represented by the shaded gray region. Bottom: Calculated phonon dispersion from DFT.
Decomposition of the DFT phonon spectra into incoherent and coherent contributions showed
that the three vibrational modes at high-energy transfers originate from the incoherent scattering
of the hydride anions (Figure 1, middle). The coherent contribution is negligibly small for these
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three modes. The DFT additionally reveals that the vibrations originate from the hydride vibrations
along the x- (1665 cm1), y- (1191 cm1) and z-axis (986 cm1), with the relation νz< νy< νx (Figure
1, middle). Closer examination of the highest energy vibration reveals that it corresponds to the
vibration of the hydride anion towards the lithium cation to which it is bonded. The resultant
bonding along this direction therefore forms the most tightly bound local potential. The second
highest hydride vibration can similarly be shown to correspond to the hydride anion vibrating in
the y-direction, which is in the direction of the neighboring hydride anion. In this direction there
are no bonds. This is consistent with a looser local potential and lower vibrational frequency than
that along the x-direction. The lowest of the three high-energy peaks originates from vibration in
the z-direction (i.e. the direction of the rock salt layer). This direction has no direct neighbors.
Thus one could anticipate the local potential to be the lowest of the three spatial dimensions, which
is indeed consistent with the observation of it being the lowest frequency incoherent hydride mode.
Neutron diffraction has previously been used to determine the crystal structure of La2LiHO3,2-4
giving information on the average positions of the constituents of the compound. Since La2LiHO3
is reported to be a hydride conductor, the hydride anions display mobility. In such cases, INS
provides a more convincing confirmation of the local environment of the hydride anions, including
validating the dynamics of the structure. Firstly, the general good agreement between INS and our
DFT model (based on the average structure from diffraction experiments) validate the hydride
position from diffraction experiments. Additionally, as discussed above, the peak positions of the
incoherent hydride modes are perfectly consistent with the local structure/potential, which
provides greater assurance that the reported hydride positions from previous diffraction studies are
indeed correct.2-4
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The hydride anion vibrations are well separated from the vibrational modes of the other
elements, as one would expect from the mass disparities present. At these lower energy transfers
Raman spectroscopy is a well suited technique, capable of giving better contrast towards the
heavier elements than INS. The features in the experimental Raman spectra are well accounted for
in the in-silico Raman spectra (Figure 1, top and middle). This gives extra confidence in our DFT
model since the modes from Raman and INS span a great range of frequencies and result from
both coherent and incoherent motions. All modes are identified to originate at low energies from
lanthanum and at higher energies from the axial oxide anion vibrations in x- y- and z-direction
(Table S2). The in-silico spectra shows that the B2g and Ag modes have merged to form one peak
from the lanthanum vibrations in the z-directions and axial oxide anion in x-direction respectively,
in contrast to the experimental spectra where the peaks are separated.
Previous experimental literature has reported two polymorphs of La2LiHO3, an orthorhombic
and a tetragonal variant.2-3 To our knowledge the stability of the two phases has not been
investigated by DFT. We have therefore calculated the total energy versus unit cell volume for
both phases (Figure 2, Table S1). The calculations show that the orthorhombic polymorph is the
lower energy structure with a calculated cell volume of 88 Å3 f.u.1. Correspondingly, Rietveld
refinements of the same phase give a cell volume of 87.06 Å3 f.u.1 (Figure S2 and Table S3).
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Figure 2: Calculated total energy versus unit cell volume for the two different polymorphs of
La2LiHO3 (orthorhombic (Immm) and tetragonal (I4/mmm)). The arrow indicates the theoretical
equilibrium at 88 Å3 f.u.1.
Interestingly, at larger cell volumes the DFT model predicts that the tetragonal variant becomes
energetically more favorable than the orthorhombic. Both orthorhombic and tetragonal
polymorphs were synthesized by Kobayashi et al.2 at high pressures. The tetragonal sample was
not stoichiometric with a reported composition of La2Li(H0.53O1.21V0.26)O2. Similarly, Fjellvåg et
al.4 observed by the means of in-situ synchrotron powder XRD no sign of the orthorhombic to
tetragonal phase transition before the material decomposes at 450 °C. However, a trend towards a
more tetragonal cell was observed. Anion vacancies are larger than the corresponding anion
species in a structure. An increased vacancy concentration would therefore increase the cell
volume. Consequently the tetragonal structure should become more favorable with increased
vacancy concentration. This result is therefore in direct support of the idea that a vacancy filled
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La2LiHO3 sample, such as the tetragonal sample synthesized by Kobayashi, should adopt the
tetragonal structure.
Bonding in La2LiHO3
With confidence in the comprehensively validated DFT model, we may ask fundamental
questions about the electronic structure through the use of Born-effective-charge (BEC) analysis.
For an ideal ionic system, the ions have a spherically characterized charge distribution. We find
for La2LiHO3 that the BEC for all ions except the hydride anion and the axial oxygen anion (O2)
deviates less than 15 % from a perfect spherical charge distribution (Table 1). Most prominently
the hydride anion is strongly deformed to be undersized in Zzz (44 % difference, Zzz < Zyy ≈ Zxx)
making the hydride anion disc-shaped, while the axial oxide anion has the relation Zyy < Zxx < Zzz.
Consequently, the BEC predicts that the bonding in La2LiHO3 deviates from the ideal ionic picture
with the presence of a sizeable covalent contribution.
Table 1: Calculated BEC, Bader charges, Mulliken population analysis for La2LiHO3 and the bond
overlap population (BOP) between constituents of La2LiHO3. For the BEC xx, yy and zz
corresponds to charge distribution along the x-, y-, and z- direction respectively.
Born-Effective-Charge

Bader

Mulliken population

xx

yy

zz

Charges (e)

Charges (e)

Bonds

BOP

La (4i)

4.18

3.56

3.70

1.92

1.2

La–
O1/O2

0.9/0.52

Li (2a)

0.89

0.79

0.92

0.8

0.98

La-H

0.13

H (2b)

–0.95

–0.89

–0.53

–0.6

–0.59

Li–
O1/O2

0.1/–0.25

O1(4i)

–2.89

–2.47

–2.5

–1.65

–0.86

Li–H

–0.2

O2(2d)

–2.5

–2.1

–2.81

–1.72

–0.93
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In an attempt to quantify the bonding and estimate the amount of electrons on and between the
atomic sites, we have performed a Bader charge analysis and a Mulliken population analysis.
Commonly, in near pure ionic compounds, the Bader charge analysis and the Mulliken effective
charges (MEC) are close to their ideal ionic charges (La3+, Li+, H and O2). Both the Bader charge
analysis and the MEC show deviations from the expected charge values for an ideal ionically
bonded system (Table 1). A covalent character to the bonding would account for the deviations in
charge for the ions, hence the Bader analysis and MEC point towards some degree of covalent
bonding.
Fajans’ rules10-12 predict that a cation with high charge density will polarize a bond more than a
cation with low charge density. On this basis one would expect La2LiHO3 to have a strong ionic
character as the cations have low polarizing power due to the small charge of lithium and the large
size of lanthanum. The bond overlap population (BOP) suggests rather surprisingly the
lanthanum – oxygen bonds to be covalent in character as BOP values larger than 0.4 are consistent
with significant covalent character. This effect is attributed to lithium pulling weakly on the
electrons of oxygen and hydrogen, allowing lanthanum to form covalent bonding. Hence the BOP
is closer to zero for the lithium – oxygen and lithium – hydrogen bonds. The negative value for
the Li-H and Li-O2 bonds represents an ionic character of the bonds.
To gain more information about the bonding character in La2LiHO3, we turned our attention to
charge-density and charge transfer analysis (Figure 3). The non-spherical charge distribution
around La and O1 again clearly supports a noticeable covalent character for the bond. On the other
hand the spherical charge distribution around Li, O2 and H indicates a more “ideal” form of ionic
bonding. The charge transfer plot (the difference between the electron density of the compound
and the electron density of the constituent atoms) provides a clear visualization of how the
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chemical bonding is formed in real space (Figure 3). It is clear that electrons are transferred from
lithium and lanthanum to oxygen and hydrogen, hence there is considerable ionic bonding
component present between lithium and oxygen/hydrogen. Due to the sizeable covalent bonding,
the charge depletion at the lanthanum site is not spherically symmetric and finite electron density
is present in between lanthanum and oxygen, hence the highest degree of covalent bonding is to
be found in the rock salt layer. In conclusion, the bonding character in La2LiHO3 is highly
anisotropic. The rock salt layer and the perovskite layer have a covalent- and ionic character
respectively, giving mixed polar-covalent bonding situation.

Figure 3: Calculated valence electron volumetric charge density (a), charge density distribution (b
and d) and charge transfer (c and e) plot for La2LiHO3 (all units are in e).
Hydride migration
Our DFT model was further used to perform cNEB calculations to study the migration pathways
in La2LiHO3. Several migration pathways for hydride and oxide anion migration have been
considered and the barrier heights are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 4, whereas the
minimal energy paths are visualized in Figure 5 and Figure S3. The lowest barrier height for
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hydride migration was found to be between the O1 and the H position, i.e. in-plane migration, with
a barrier height of 0.68 eV. Migration directly between two H-positions has a higher barrier height
of 8.10 eV, largely due to the long distance between these positions. Hydride anions diffusing inplane will then not move directly between two hydride positions, but rather by the corner-sheared
positions where the octahedrons are connected.
Table 2: The considered migration pathways considered. Migration distances, involved sites and
calculated migration barrier heights (in eV) for migration in the La2LiHO3 lattice are listed. The
path number corresponds to the paths illustrated in Figure 4. RS refers to the rock salt layer.
Path number

Distance (Å)

Migration ion

Transport sites

Barrier height (eV)

1

2.593

H

H-O1

0.68

2

3.764

H

H-H

8.1

3

2.927

H

H-O2

8.52

4

2.202

H

H-Hi into RS layer

2.9

5

3.575

H

Hi-Hi (along x in
RS)

2.0

6

3.781

H

Hi-Hi (along y in
RS)

1.93

7

2.593

O

O1-H

1.2

8

3.568

O

O1-O1

5.95

9

3.568

O

O2-O2

4.8

10

3.764

O

O2-O2

3.1

11

3.211

O

O2-O2

4.06
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Figure 4: Sketch of the considered migration pathways in La2LiHO3. The attoms are lanthanum
(green), lithium (purple), hydrogen (white) and oxygen (red). Distances and barrier heights are
summarized in Table 2 and minimal energy pathways are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure S3.
The dashed circles are interstitial hydride anions in the rock salt layer (both interstitial positions in
the figure are equivalent).

Figure 5: Minimal energy path from cNEB calculation of selected migration paths, the other paths
are illustrated in Figure S3. The paths are described in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 4.
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The lowest energy pathway for hydride migration was seen to be between the O1 and H position
in the perovskite layer. This is also consistent with the fact that Fjellvåg et al. found that all
vacancies in the oxidized derivative of the oxyhydride, La2LiO3.5, were positioned at the equatorial
oxygen position, with none being present on the axial oxygen position.4 This indicates that during
oxidation, the hydride anions were transported through the material by this path, forming anion
vacancies.
The rock salt layer in La2LiHO3 has vacant tetrahedral sites, therefore hydride migration into
and within the rock salt layer has been considered as a potential pathway. In particular, previous
reports have suggested that interstitial oxide positions in the rock salt layer are the dominant
transport mechanisms for oxide anions migration in the two RP n = 1 oxides La2CoO4 and
La2NiO4,13-15 and in the RP n = 3 La4Co3O10.16 This migration pathway was anticipated to be
favorable due to the open space in the structure and the similar atomic arrangement in the rock salt
layer as in La2CoO4, La2NiO4 and La4Co3O10. Remarkably however, this pathway was found to be
less favorable with barrier heights of 2.9 eV for migration into the rock salt layer and 2.0 eV (xdirection) and 1.93 eV (y-direction) for migration within the rock salt layer. We believe that the
unexpectedly high barrier heights for migration into and within the rock salt layer for the hydride
anion can be explained by the covalent character of the lanthanum – oxygen bonds. The covalent
character of these bonds creates channels of electron density in the structure preventing hydride
anions from migrating into and within the rock salt layer. This hindrance for migration into the
rock salt layer, results in the in-plane migration becoming the more favorable energy pathway for
hydride migration.
This striking finding has led us to question what the main differences between La2LiHO3 and
the oxide conducting La2NiO4, La2CoO4 and La4Co3O10 are, and what aspects promote a covalent
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character in the rock salt layer (thus hindering ion mobility). The first clear difference is in the
charge and electronegativity of the octahedral coordinated B–site cation (lithium versus nickel and
cobalt). The second is in the basal plane of the octahedron in La2LiHO3 there are two hydride
anions, partly binding to the lanthanum cations. The more ionic lithium – oxygen bonding may
strengthen covalent lanthanum – oxygen interactions in the rock salt layer. Likewise the more ionic
lanthanum – hydrogen interactions may have a similar impact on the lanthanum – oxygen bonding.
These considerations are strong indications that the hydride/oxide anion conductivity in the rock
salt layer may be tuned by adequate choices of A and B site cations to give lower degree of covalent
bonding in the rock salt layer. This idea can act as guiding principle for synthesis of novel
functional oxyhydrides. From these guidelines we thus propose Ba2MgH2O2 and Sr2MgH2O2 as
promising oxyhydride candidates for improved hydride conductivity. We justify this statement on
the basis that magnesium at the B-site provides similar bonding conditions as nickel and cobalt in
La2NiO4 and La2CoO4. This action should tune the bonding in the rock salt layer to be more ionic
due to higher charge density of magnesium compared to lithium, and ergo facilitate transport in
the layer.
Finally, the migration properties for the oxide anions have been considered. The lowest barrier
height migration pathway for the oxide anions was found to be 1.20 eV for the in-plane migration
between the H and O1 position, similar as the favorable hydride migration pathway (0.68 eV). The
fact that all barrier heights for oxide migration are higher than that for hydride migration is
compelling evidence that La2LiHO3 is indeed a hydride conductor, where migration of hydride
anions is the dominant anionic transport mechanism.
In summary, we have discussed the microscopic underpinnings of the vibrations, bonding and
migration, through the use of an experimentally validated DFT model. Further, these microscopic
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features provide a fully consistent story of the structure and dynamics, which gives us great
confidence in the chosen model. Several different charge density analyses of the bonding have all
shown the perovskite layer to be dominated by ionic bonding, while the rock salt layer is
characterized by covalent bonding. Crucially, this covalent character of the bonding in the rock
salt layer is seen to hinder hydride migration into and within the rock salt layer which in other
similar structures has been shown to be the favorable anion migration path. The result of this
revelation is that in-plane migration of hydride anions becomes the favorable migration pathway
and the dominant anionic transport mechanism with a barrier height of 0.68 eV. This insight into
the precise bonding mechanisms and its resultant effects on the hydride migration provide us with
an intelligent design principle which has allowed us to propose Ba2MgH2O2 and Sr2MgH2O2 as
new materials which we anticipate to have drastically improved hydride transport properties.
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